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BALAJI INFO formerly ‘Balaji Interiors’ was established in 2000 …
The company provides interior design and space planning and civil
works & constructions for varied type of projects including corporate
and housing sectors.

About Us
OUR PROFILEBALAJI INFO formerly ‘Balaji Interiors’ was established in 2000. The company
provides interior design and space planning and civil works & constructions for varied type of projects
including corporate and housing sectors. Balaji Interior Architects is a boutique interior design and
space.Planning partnership, passionate about creativity and cutting edge design.In our drive to
deliver innovative and practical solutions to our customers, we utilize our 14 years’ experience in
interior design, space planning and civil project management. Our strength lies in our passion for
creativity, bringing unique elements to both modern and traditional designs. We take pride in
designing and planning environments that are ergonomic and welcoming. Interior design by BALAJI
aims to consolidate each customer’s needs as well as the specific requirements into a form which
imbues elegance and good taste.THE WAY WE DO WORKSAfter receiving a brief we will do a
completely unique initial presentation for the client: this will include a furniture layout and mood
boards indicating the exact furniture and fabrics we propose to use as well as giving visual examples
of the "look" we think will work best. We will also do an itemized quote. This meeting will allow the
client to make any desired Changes, additions, etc and then to decide what would like to
proceedEach residential project requires a different a different approach. We endeavour to give
each...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/balajiinteriors-hyderabad/aboutus.html

Products & Services

HOME INTERIORS

Bedroom Interior Design

Kitchen Interior Design

Living Room Interior Design

Fall Ceiling

Factsheet
Nature of Business

:Service Provider

CONTACT US
Balaji Interiors
Contact Person: Srinivasa Raju
P-20, First Floor, Sri Sai Nagar Arch, Opp. More Mega Mart, Behind Lucid Diagnostics,
Hyderabad - 500085, Telangana, India
+91-8977331555
https://www.indiamart.com/balajiinteriors-hyderabad/

